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SOLVABILITYOF DIFFERENTIALEQUATIONS
WITH LINEARCOEFFICIENTSOF REALTYPE
BY

RAINER FELIX
Abstract.
Let L be the infinitesimal generator associated with a flow on a manifold
M. Regarding L as an operator on a space of testfunctions we deal with the question
if L has closed range. (Questions of this kind are investigated in [4, 1, 2].) We
provide conditions under which L + pi: y(M) -» y(M), (i£C, has closed range,
where M = R" X K, K being a compact manifold; here ¡f(M) is the Schwartz
space of rapidly decreasing smooth functions. As a consequence we show that the
differential operator L,- ■a^x/è/bx^)
+ b defines a surjective mapping of the space
i/"(W) of tempered distributions onto itself provided that all eigenvalues of the
matrix ( alf ) are real. (In the case of imaginary eigenvalues this is not true in general

PU
1. Preliminaries and notations. Let M be a differentiable manifold. We assume
that R acts on M (on the right) by diffeomorphisms; i.e. we have a one-parameter
group (pf), e k of transformations (or a global flow) on M. Let £ be the infinitesimal
generator associated with this flow. We regard L as a differential operator on M
given by

(1.1)

£<p(m)= Jt<?(m-t)

m G M, <pG Cœ(M).
t= 0

Or, if (p,:= <p° p„ t e R, we have L<p = (d/dt)<p,\t_Q. Furthermore,
under (p,), i.e.

(1.2)

L is invariant

L(<p,)= (L«p), = ^<p,

for all t e R. For ¡i e C we define the first order differential operator Lß:= L - pi.
We denote by 3i(M) the space of C°°-functions with compact support on M. Its
dual space S)'(M) is the space of distributions on M. A distribution T e 3)'(M) is
called relatively invariant with weight ju.if

(1.3)
for all <pg S)(M),

(T,<pt) = e»(T,<p)
te. R. We write ¡¿^(M) for the space of relatively invariant

distributions with weight p.
Clearly, L^ defines a continuous mapping of 3¡(M) into itself. The aim of this
paper is to provide conditions under which this mapping has closed range. By
differentiating equation (1.3) it is seen that the closure L 3)(M) of the range of Lß
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in £¿(M) can be characterized as the orthogonal of 3>'(M) in $)(M); we write

(1.4)

L^(M)

= &¿(M)\

Let V¿ Si'(M) -> 2>'(M) he the transpose of L„: 9>(M) -> 9>(M). Given a
distribution Te Sè'(M),by (1.4) we have

(1.5)

Te^(M)

iff L;r=0.

Let C(M) be the space of /--times continuously differentiable functions on M,
r g N. For <pg C*(M) we have

(1-6)

ft(e-^,) = e^'(L^).

Therefore, if L^cp = 0 we have tp, = e^'cp for all / e R.
Furthermore, let L^y =/, <pe 3i(M), and suppose that, if m e M is given,
e~ß'f(m • t) is integrable over the interval - oo < / < 0 and that
lim
Í-»

-

e~>L'<p(m• t) = 0,
00

then from (1.6) we derive the solution formula

(1.7)

<p(m) = [°

e~»'f(m- t)dt.

•'-oo

Moreover, suppose that e_i"<p(m • r) is integrable over the whole real line
- oo < t < oo and that lim,^ ±00e~ll'<p(m -0 = 0 IOT au <PG 9>(M). Then the
distribution \
: m >-»jccxe~>u(p(m ■ t) dt is relatively invariant with weight p, i.e.

(1.8)
Therefore,

\.„^%{M).
if / e L ¿&(M) we have the equation

/o
-oo

e>uf(m-

t)dt = - /*°°e~fitf(m-t)dt.
•'O

In this paper we are mainly concerned with the case that our manifold Af is a
product of R" with a ¿-dimensional compact differentiable manifold K. In this case
there is a natural notion of the space £f°(M) of Schwartz functions and its dual
space ¡f'(M) of tempered distributions.
Assume that there are d vector fields Z,,..., Zd on K such that for every t e K
the tangent vectors Z,(t), ..., Zd(r) span the tangent space Tr(K) to K at t. Then
^(R" X /C) is the space of all smooth functions <pon R" X K such that the term

(l.io)

{i+\x\2y/2d;z?<p(x,T)

is bounded with respect to (x, t) g R" x K for any 5 g N and for any multi-indices
a = (a,,..., a„) and ß = (/?,,..., ßd), where ajf 1 </ < n, and ß^, 1 < k < J,
belong to the set N0 of nonnegative integers and 3":= 3|a|/9xf' ••• 3x"" with
|o|:= I^LiO,- and Zf:= Zf1 ••• Z^J. Sometimes it is convenient to write Y} for

d/dxj, j = \,...,n,
and Y„+k for Zt, A:= 1.d;
Y„Y/ =: V with y = K, ...,an, ßx,..., ßd).

then we have d;Z? = 171 • ■■
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A C°°-function h(x, T,t) onR" X K X R is called of type E (resp. of type P) if for
any r e N0 and any multi-index y of length n + d there are rj, 8, a e N such that

(1.11)

nl'l

<c?(l+|x|2)a/e

Yx\[ft)h(x,T,t)

YxyT[¡i)rh(x,r,t)Ue{i

resp.

+\x\2y/2(i

+ ñ

1/2

for all x, t, r. (Of course, this definition does not depend on the special chosen
vector fields Zx,..., Zd.) It is obvious that sums, products and derivatives of type E
functions (resp. type P functions) are of type E (resp. of type P).
Let p and q be the projection of R" X K onto R" and K, respectively, and let Pj
be the y'th component of p. Our one-parameter group (pt) of transformations is
called of type E (resp. of type P) if the functions py((x, t) ■t) and \¡i° q((x, t) ■t)
are of type E (resp. of type P) for all / = 1,..., n and for all \p e C'X(K). In this
case we are able to estimate x by p((x, t) ■t) =:x' for any t and /. In fact, let
(x',t')
•(-/)
= (*>T); because
\p((x',T')-(-t))\\e{l+\x'\2)°/2e^

(resp.\p((x',T').(-t))\U6{l+\x'\2)a/2(l

+ t2r/2)

for some r/, 6, a e N, we have

(1.12)

1 +\x\2 < (1 + 0)(l +\p((x,r)

■t)\2)"/2e^

(resp. 1 + |* |2 < (1 + 0)(l

+\p((x,r)

■t) |2)°/2(1 + i2)"72)

and therefore
(1.13)

1 +\p((x,T)-t)\

>S(l+\x\)

" e-M

(resp. 1 +\p((x,T)-t)\2^8(l

+|x|2)t/2(l

+ t2)'s/2)

for some 8, e, f > 0.
Clearly, for each k g {1,..., « + d} there are C^-functions aik on R" X K X R,
1 < i ^ n + d, such that for any (¡dg C°°(R" X ä:) we have
n+ d

(1.14)

Yk(<P,)(x>T) = E a,k(x,T,t)(Yicp)l(x,T)
i-l

for all x, t, t. Similarly we have
n+ d

(1.15)

jt<p,(x,T)=

£ 6,.(.>c,T,f)(Y;.«p),(jc,T)
/= !

where 6,., 1 </'<«
+ d, are C^-functions on R" x Í X R.
Now let (pr) be of type E (resp. of type P). Then all the functions aik and ¿>,are
of type E (resp. of type P). This is evident by inserting pj and <//° q for <pin (1.14)
and (1.15), respectively. Reiterating formula (1.14) we derive that, given t g R, the
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function <p, belongs to y(R" x I) for any <pe 6r°(Rn x K) and that the mapping
<p >->cp, is a continuous mapping of 6r°(R" x K) into itself. Hereby formula (1.13) is
used. Together with (1.15) we derive that the infinitesimal generator L defines a
continuous mapping of £f(R" X K) into itself, and our previous considerations
concerning S¿(M) and 3¡'(M) remain valid with regard to ¿f(M) and ¿f"(M),

M = R" X K.
2. Lemmata. Let M = R" X K and let our one-parameter group (p,) be of type E.
In the whole section we assume that there is X e R such that
(2.1)

pf(m • t) = e^pf(m)

for all t g R, m = (x, t) g M. Then we have
(2-2)

Ell(pf(p)=pfLhi

+ xrp

for any continuously differentiable function <¡don M.
The submanifold M1 := {m e M\pY(m) = 0} = R"1 X A is invariant under
(p,). Let (p*) be the restriction of (p,) to M1 and let L1 be the associated
infinitesimal generator. If cp is a function on M, let cp1be its restriction to M1. For
any continuously differentiable function m on M we have

(2.3)

(Ltpf-LW.

Lemma 1. Suppose that (L*)': ¡f'(Mx)

forfeSf(M),

-> y"(Ml)

is surjective. IfPffe

L^(M)

thenfeL/i+xy(M).

Proof. By (1.4), the assertion follows from the inclusion y¡l'+x(M) e pf£f¿(M),
which we are going to prove.
Let S g^'+x(M).
By division of distributions there is 7\ e&"(M)
such that
PfTf = S. By (2.2) and (1.5) we have

(2-4)

PfL'Jf = L^+XS = 0;

i.e. L'^Tf is the trivial extension of a distribution IV1 e i/"(Mx). By assumption,
Wl = (L\)'Rl with R} eif'(Mx).
Let R e9"(M)
be the trivial extension of Rl

and let T:= Tf - R. Then we have p{T = S, and T e S^'(M) since

(l'iíT,cP) = ÍW1 -(Ll)'R\<¿\

= 0 for all cdg y(M).

D

For convenience, we define the set (Lß6r<'(M))k, k e N0, consisting of all functions / g Lfiy(M)
for which there are functions \¡/k g y (M) and fk
g Lll+kXy(M)

such that /=

L^k + p\fk. Clearly, (L^(M))k+l

e (L^(M))k

by (2.2). Put
(L^(M))x:=
Lemma 2. Suppose that (L\+kX)':

0,..., k - 1. 77*« ¿„¿'(M)

f) (L^(M))k.

AeN

y"(M1)

-» 5/"(M1)

= (L^(M)),.
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Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on k. For k = 0 the assertion is trivial.
Now assume / = L^k + p\fk with $k e Sr°(M) and fk e L/t+kXy(M). Obviously, fl g L1fí+kXy(M1). Since L\+kXSf (Mx) is closed by assumption, fkl =

L\+k\t>1 for some tf g Sf(M1). Select \¡/g if (M) such that tf is the restriction of
\p to Ml. Then /A - L/1+kX\pvanishes on M1. Therefore it can be divided by />,; i.e.
there is a function fk + x G y(M) such that fk - Llx+kX^= Pffk + V By Lemma 1,
fk+i G Eli+(k + l)Xy(M). Put ^+1:= ** + />&. Using (2.2) we get the desired
equation for k + 1.

Lemma 3. Let X * 0. Sup/wra r/W L^(Af)
closed in i/'(M).
Proof.

= (L^(M))X.

Then L^(M)

is

Replacing (p,) and p by (p_r) and -fi in case of need, we may assume

that X > 0._

_

Let fe L^(M).
For any k e N, we take v^ g &>(M) and fk e L)l+kX£fß(M)
such that / = L \(/k + p\fk. In the course of the proof we determine k0 g N
sufficiently large for our need. First of all we assume that the real part v'k:= Re vk of
vk := p + kX is positive for k > k0. For k ^ k0 we put
v-00

(2.5)

<Pk(m):=^k(m)-pkf(m)

Jo

e-*'fk(m

■t) dt,

m e M.

It is easily seen that the distribution a m (see (1.8)) is well defined for all k ^ k0
and m G M\Ml.
In fact, for r < 0 we apply (2.1) and get the estimate
(2.6)

|y(wi-/)|<

C^'r\erX,t

cpe^(M),

l/>i(™)|

where r is an arbitrary integer ^ 0 and c(cp, r) is constant with respect to m and t.
Therefore, by (1.9), for m e M\MX, equation (2.5) can be written in the following

form:

(2.7)

9k(m) = *k( m)+p1(m)f°

e^fk(m-t)dt.
•'-oo

Now, by induction on r g N we see: For any r g N there is k0 e N such that
<pke C(M)
for k > k0; in fact, for any multi-index y with |y| < r the derivative
Yy(tpk — \pk)(m)is a finite sum of terms of the form

(2.8)

cp((m) fh e'^'h(m,t)(Yy'fk)(m

■t)dt,

where c e C, s' e N depend on A:, s' > k - \y\, and /i(w, t) is a C°°-function of
type £ independent of /c; |y'| < |y|, a = 0, b - oo. Hereby, (1.14) is used.
For m e M\MX we can apply (2.6) and, proceeding from (2.7), we can express
Yy(<pk- ¡pk)(m) by a finite sum of terms of the form (2.8) with a = - oo, b = 0.
Now let us prove that for any seN and for any multi-index y there is k0 G N

such that for k ^ k0 the term
(2.9)

(l+\p(m)\2)S/2\Y\k(m)\
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is bounded with respect to m G M. In view of (2.8) and by continuity it is sufficient
to prove the boundedness of the terms

(2.10)

(l+|/»(m)|2)'/2|/»f(m)|/fce-'i'|A(m,0||lrir'/t(«-0

dt

on the domain (0 < \Pf(m)\ < 1} for a = 0, b = oo and on the domain (|/'1(w)| ^
1} for a = —oo, b = 0. For a = 0, b = oo we use (1.13); since fk e £f(M) we can

estimate (2.10) by

(2.11) (l+\P(m)\y/2fXe-*\h(m,t)\
J°

C(fk'N2N/2-*,
8N(l+\p(m)\2)me-SN'

where TVis a positive integer which satisfies eN ^ s + a with a from (1.11). The
boundedness of (2.11) is obvious if k0 is sufficiently large. For a = - oo, ft = 0 we
use (2.1). Let k > k0 be given, we choose N as above and take a positive integer
r > s'\ then we get an estimate of (2.10) by the term
(2.12)

(l+\p(m)\2y/2\p((m)\
•1

e

l,\h(m,t)\-—-dt

y-°°

8N(l+\p(m)\2y

f e^N"e-Xr'\pf(m)\r

which is obviously bounded if r is sufficiently large.

Now let k0 be sufficiently large and let k > kQ. From (2.5) and (2.2) we get
(2.13)

L¿pk = L^k-pkfLVkgk,

where
/•OO

gk(m):=

I

J0

e-"<fk(m-t)dt.

Applying (1.6) with cp = gk, p = vk for t = 0 we get
(2.14)

LVkgk = -fk

and therefore

(2.15)

¿><P*=/

for any k ^ k0.
From (1.6) we derive that L^cp = 0 implies cp = 0 for cp g Cl(M) vanishing at
infinity; in fact, for m G M\MX
we have cp(w • t) = eM'cp(m) and therefore
cp(w) = 0 because m ■t -> oo for t -> - oo by (2.1).
Therefore, looking at (2.15), we see that cp^.does not depend on k; i.e. q>k=:cp for

all k > k0. Thus, by (2.9), <pg y (M).
Lemma 4. Leí Reja * 0. Sm/?/h»í?íAaí (o)) is of type P. Then (L\)':
y'(Ml)

£f'(Ml)

-*

is surjective

Proof. Replacing (p,) and p by (p^t) and -ju in case of need, we may assume
that RejLt< 0.
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By (1.6), L^: 6^(Ml) -» y(Ml)

is injective. To prove that Lj, is also surjective we

put

(2.16)

<Pl(m1)-

[°

e-»<f\mx

-t)dt,

ml = (x\t)

e M\

•'-oo

for a given f1 g <f(Mx) and show that tp1g £f(Ml).
In fact, by equation (1.14), for any 5 g N and for any multi-index y the term
(1 + \xl\2)s/2Yyq>1(ml) is a finite sum of terms of the form
/

e->"hL(m1,t)g1(m1-t)dt

where g1 g â"(Ml) and /^(m1, i) is a C°°-function of type P. Using (1.13) we see
that [hl(ml, t)gl(m1 • t)\ can be estimated by c(l + t2)r/1 with some r e N and
some constant c > 0.
Lemma 5. Le/ X # 0. Suppose that (p\) is of type P and that pl(xx,m1) =
(e~x'xx, p)(m1)) for (xx, m1) G M = R X Af1. T/ie« L^Af
) ¿s closed in Sf(M).

Proof. If Rep + kX =£0 for all k e N0, the assertion follows by Lemmas 4, 2
and 3.
_
Assume that Reju + kX = 0 for some /c g N0. Given /g L £f(M), by Lemmas
4 and 2 there are ^k G y (Ai) and /* g L¡l+kXy(M) such that / = L^k + /?£/<..
Therefore, by (2.2), we have only to prove that L)l+kXy(M) is closed; i.e. it remains
to prove that Lj¡£f(M) is closed for p e C with Re/i = 0.
Let Reju. = 0. Using the assumption we derive

(2.17)

l/^-^t,

for all cp g Sf(M ). From the previous considerations we know that L)l+X£/'(M) is
closed. It follows that L)l+X: Zf(M) -> L¡l+x£rc'(M) is an isomorphism, because
L +x is injective by (1.6). Therefore, since

^ G y( Af )| f ^-(jcl m1) dXf = 0 for all m1 G Af1
•'R

is closed, L(1+xJf1 is closed. Consequently, by (2.17), (d/dxl)Ll¡6/'(M)

is closed.

Since d/dXf-. £r°(M) -» ¡Fx is an isomorphism, it follows that LliS/'(M) is closed.

3. Main results. Let us briefly sum up our assumptions and notations: We deal
with a manifold M = R" X K, where K is a ¿-dimensional compact differentiable
manifold with the property that there are d vector fields Z,,..., Zd on K such that
for each t e K the tangent space to K at t is spanned by the tangent vectors

Z,(t), ..., Z(/(t). For (jc, t) g R" X K we put Pj(x, t):= jcy and ^r(x, t):= t. Let
(p,),eR be a one-parameter group of transformations acting on Af and let L be the
associated infinitesimal transformation (see (1.1)). For (»eCwe define the differential operator Lm:= L - pi.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Theorem.

Let (p,) be of type E. Given k e N, 1 < k < n, let MJ:= {(x,t) g

M\Xf = ■■■ = Xj■= 0} be invariant under (p,) for j = l,...,k.
We assume that the
restriction of (p,) to Mk is of type P and that the projection of p,(x, t) onto Mk does
not depend on xx,..., xk. Suppose that there are real numbers X , 1 <y < n, \y =t=0

for j = \,...,k,
(3.1)

Xj = 0 for j = k + 1,..., n, such that Pj((x, t) ■t) has the form

Pj((x,T)-t)

= e-X'lXj + Wj(xf,...,Xj_f,T,t),

7=1,...,«,

where w- are functions independent ofxj,...,
xn.
Then L^: ¿f(M)->y(M)is
injective and its range is closed.

Proof. First of all, it is easy to see that (2.1) with X = Xf will follow from (3.1). In
fact, we have
Wf(T,t)=Pf((0,r)-t)-e-^'0

and Pf((0, t) • t) = 0 since Af1 is invariant under (p() by assumption. From (2.1) we
conclude that the orbit {(x, t) • t\t g R} is unbounded whenever xx =£ 0. Together
with (1.6) we see that L^ is injective for any p g C.
Now let us prove by induction on k that Lfl£/,(M) is closed in £f(M) for each
ju,g C. For k = 1 the assertion follows by Lemma 5. Let k > 1. By induction

hypothesis, L\^(MX) is closed in SP(Ml) and L1: ¡f(Mx) -> Sf(Ml) is injective
by the consideration above. Since y(Afx) is a Fréchet space it follows that the
transpose (L1 )': ¿/"(M1) -* ¿¿"(M1) is surjective for all /x G C. Thus, by Lemmas 2

and 3, L¡í£f(M) is closed.
Example. On Af = R" X Td (Td = J-dimensional
the one-parameter group
p,(x, t j = (xiex'',...,

where A,,...,

Xn, a,,...,

torus), n,d e N0, we consider

*„ex-', Tie'*',...,

ry

)•

ad e R. The infinitesimal generator L associated with (pt)

is given by

Lcp(x,T)=

E ^-äT"^'1")

j-i

oxj

+ E«-t?^(-x'T)a=i

dT*

By the Theorem, Lflá^(M) is closed in ^(Af) for any ju G C provided that n > 0
and Xj =£0 at least for one /. (Compare [4, Example 2].) In general, Lif(M) is not
closed for n = 0 [4, Example 1]. Particularly, the range of the restriction of L to TJ
may be not closed in spite of the fact that L itself has closed range.
Furthermore, putting d = 0 and assuming X¡ + 0 for one / we can conclude that
L: Sf'(R") -* y(R") is surjective. This should be compared with Miwa's result [5]
affirming that L: SS{R") -> SS(Rn) is surjective if additionally it is supposed that
|\ .| < 1 for all j = 1,..., n, where á?(R") is the set of hyperfunctions on RM.
Corollary.

Given a first-order

differential operator

+ 0 on R" with linear

coefficients
"

D=

I

1,7 = 1

?

Wfo.

'

+b<

«,7'èGR-

Suppose that all eigenvalues of the matrix (a¡f) are real.

Then D: Sf'(Rn) -+ S"'(R") is surjective.
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Proof. After change of basis we may assume that the matrix A = (a,--) has
Jordan form
\
J2

with Jordan boxes

Ap g R, 1 < p < r,

JP =

1 X
which are arranged in such a manner that Xp + 0 for p = 1,..., k and Xp = 0 for
p = k + 1,..., r, where 0 < fc < r. It is easily seen that D = V, where L is the
infinitesimal generator associated with the one-parameter group pt(x) = e~'Ax and
p = trace(/l) - b. Therefore it is sufficient to show that Lp: y(R") -» y(R") is
injective and has closed range.
Let k = 0. If ju =£ 0, the assertion follows by Lemma 4. If p = 0, the assertion

follows by [3].
Now let k > 0. Then we can apply the Theorem, where K is assumed to be trivial.
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